TE21, Inc.

TE21, Inc. is an award-winning education company that offers assessments aligned to state standards, intervention, professional development, and a slate of other education improvement efforts for schools and districts. Our educators and support staff members are committed to partnering with our customers to improve the education experience of students. TE21 is known for providing excellent training for all the products we represent or develop. Our staff includes proven professionals in education and business. As an assessment development company, we employ experienced classroom teachers and curriculum directors who are expert educators and assessment writers. At TE21, we strive to be an extension of your team. Our goal is simple—to help students succeed!

TE21's Award-Winning Assessment Products—Exceptional Professional Development Services

TE21’s CASE Benchmark Assessments are state-aligned assessments that mirror the rigor of a state assessment and measure the proficiency of state standards for each student—with a 95% predictability rate of actual performance on state assessments. CASE assessments also provide teachers timely feedback to identify the areas in which students need assistance.

Got student data—now what?

CASE provides valid predictable data, but knowing how to use the data can make a genuine difference in instruction and student achievement. TE21’s professional development services provide three levels of instruction with adaptive elements within those levels—depending on the level needed. TE21’s Professional Development levels instruct teachers to use the data they receive and make it actionable to drive instruction.

- **Level I - Basic data review/how to read reports (free webinar)**
- **Level II - Making the Data Connection to Instruction**
- **Level III - Expert Level Instructional Approaches**

**Level I** - A series of free webinar videos and help documents, designed to walk customers through how to read and interpret their TE21 CASE reports.

**Level II** - Helping to make the connection from the CASE reports to the classroom, this onsite professional development session will dive deeper into CASE test design and how teachers can tailor their classroom instruction to better meet the needs of a standards driven classroom. Together, we will discuss the topics of testing alignment, pacing guides and what a balanced, formative assessment should look like.

**Level III** - Ready for the next step in meeting district, school, or classroom needs? Schedule onsite professional development time with one of our coaches to provide Expert Level Instructional Approaches for your district or school. Customized time includes, but is not limited to such topics: How to build an assessment fidelity framework, Guiding PLCs, Master sessions on data driven instruction and strategies, Understanding the entirety of the standards.
Level I - Free Data Review Webinar

- Understanding the CASE Benchmark Process
- Administering CASE Benchmark Assessments
- Analyzing the CASE reports data
- Dissecting the CASE Reports Data

Level II - Making the Data Connection to Instruction

One onsite training day, customized to meet your teaching schedule needs.

- Overview of CASE Process
- Overview of CASE Reports
- Pacing
- Teacher Made Formative Assessments
- Building a Balanced Formative Assessment
- Hands on Data Activities
- Take away classroom strategies

Level III - Expert Level Instructional Approaches

Onsite full day training

- Master Sessions on Data Driven Instruction and Strategies
- Master Sessions on Student Learning Objectives
- Fidelity Framework Review
- Guiding PLCs

Product training is available for all additional TE21 represented programs.

- enCASE Online Assessment & Item Creation Platform
  TE21’s enCASE is a web based application with a dashboard-driven toolset, enables teachers to be live and creating classroom items and assessments within minutes. Teachers manage their robust scoring on each test activity by student, class, question, and test. The seamless, no-hassle student roster integration is by grade and class. District and school based reports, for each student, are accessible by teacher, school, and at the district level.

- BrightFish Reading
  BrightFish Reading is an online reading practice tool for grades 2-10 that gives struggling learners the opportunity to read engaging, grade-level text while building word fluency, vocabulary and comprehension skills. Students read passages in a matter of days while gaining confidence with question types from high-stakes tests, including technology-enhanced items.

- zSpace Real World Virtual Reality
  zSpace is an interactive hardware and software platform that allows students to visualize, create, and experience in ways not possible in a traditional computer environment. Students can interact with objects and understand the concepts behind them.
To learn more about TE21’s Professional Development Plans, go to www.TE21.com/Contact Us to fill out a request for more information form or email emilyduplantis@TE21.com
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